Recognizing leadership and excellence at Michigan Technological University

WELCOME

Kellie Raffaelli
Associate Dean for Student Engagement
Director of International Programs and Services

Dana Anderson
B.S. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology ’20
Recipient of the 2020 Dean of Students Award for Service

KEYNOTE

Kaitlyn Bunker, PhD
B.S. Electrical Engineering ’10
M.S. Electrical Engineering ’12
PhD Electrical Engineering ’14

AWARDS PRESENTATION

Presidents Award for Leadership

Julia Barnes        Matthew Harris        Tanner Sheahan
Anna Browne        Samuel Hawkins        Andrea Smith
Morgan Duley       Jacob Michaud         Lexi Steve
Zofia Freiberg     Zachary Olson         Jemel Thompson
Teiona Fuson       John Ruf
Provost's Award for Scholarship

Aerospace Studies
George Rushlau

Applied Computing
Matthew Chau

Biological Sciences
Thomas Basala

Biomedical Engineering
Mitchell Connon

Business
Caleb Grulke

Chemical Engineering
Lauren Spahn

Chemistry
Ethan Burghardt

Civil & Environmental Engineering
Theresa Passe

Cognitive & Learning Sciences
Tyrell Buckley

Computer Science
Jessica L. Brown

Electrical & Computer Engineering
Sophia “Sophie” Owen

Engineering Fundamentals
Brianna Charlot

Forest Resources & Environmental Science
Eli Paulen

Geological & Mining Engineering & Sciences
Emilie Pray

Humanities
Cynthia Perkins

Kinesiology & Integrative Physiology
Gracie VanLangevelde

Manufacturing & Mechanical Engineering Technology
Jeffrey P. Kilikevicius

Materials Science and Engineering
Victoria Nizzi

Mathematical Sciences
Alayna Merten

Mechanical Engineering - Engineering Mechanics
Erik Pitcher

Military Science Army ROTC
Everhett Biland

Pavlis Honors College
Pavitra “Avi” Attanayake

Physics
Erin “Casey” Aldrich

Social Sciences
Krysta “Nev” Indish

Visual & Performing Arts
Illeana Barragan

Dean of Students Award for Service

Thomas Basala
Hannah Bershing
Katherine Dvorak
Teiona Fuson

Exceptional Leadership in Student Governance

Nick Des Biens
Nathan Ford
Larkin Hooker-Moericke

George Rushlau
Lydia Savatsky
Tanner Sheahan
Elizabeth Sundblad

Harley Merkaj
Zachary Olson
Exceptional Program of the Year

Broomball
Inter-Residence Housing Council
Black History Exhibit
Black Student Association
Night on the Lawn
Memorial Union Board
Winter Carnival
Blue Key National Honor Society
Students for Sustainability

Exceptional Enthusiasm as a Student Leader

Kenzie Baker  Teiona Fuson  Monica Newton
Ryan Calkins  Connor Gilbreath  Jordan Peterson
Karina Constant  Sky Hempel  Meg Rotole
Josie Edick  Audrey Levanen  Gary Tropp
Reese Eichner  Marco Marquez  Brenda Wilson
Maria Francisco  Nicole McGinn

Clair M. Donovan Award

Molly Baerman  Dan Liebau  Danielle Meirow

Most Improved Student Organization

American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Phi Delta Chi
Rowing Club at Michigan Tech
Wadsworth Hall Student Association
Women’s Ultimate Frisbee Club

Student Employee of the Year

Joleen Adams  Morgan Drumm  McKenzy Rehfus
Hannah Bershing  Jaina Dunikowski  Meg Rotole
Andrew Bratton  Lois Hwang  Amanda Singer
Liam Cotera  Jared Ottman  Scott Sviland

Rising Star of the Year

Aerith Cruz  Austin McFarlane
Caroline Czyzewski  Drew Pienta
Teiona Fuson  Gus Quigley
Luis Hernandez Morales  Meg Rotole
Cade Johnson  Jaxon Verhoff
Anna Kavanaugh  Brenda Wilson
Hunter Malinowski
Percy Julian Award
Julia Barnes  Jailynn Johnson
Lauren Bowling  Trevor Kieft
Anna Browne  Meg Rotole
Dani Cummins  Jemel Thompson
Angela Gutierrez  Emily Wood

Exceptional Civic Engagement Award
Order of Omega  Sigma Tau Gamma  Tech Tutors

Outstanding Future Alumni
Victoria Ghazal  Grace Pruett  Akayla Weatherby

Student Organization Advisor of the Year
Jeana Collins  Danielle Meirow
Gretchen Hein  Jessie Stapleton

Student Organization of the Year
Blue Key National Honor Society
Memorial Union Board (MUB Board)
Society of Women Engineers
AWARD ANNOUNCEMENTS

Exceptional Graduate Student Leader
Marie Richards
       Social Science

Exceptional Graduate Student Scholar
Gabriel Edzordzi Agbozo
       Humanities

Exceptional Graduate Faculty Mentor
Dr. Robert J. Nemiroff
       Physics

Exceptional Staff Member
Joseph Licavoli
       Materials Science and Engineering

Fraternity Man of the Year
Thomas Basala
       Triangle Fraternity

Sorority Woman of the Year
Maria Francisco
       Theta Chi Epsilon

Chapter of the Year
Delta Phi Epsilon